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SWAN Americas Alliance Research Group Call 

Held November 4, 2021 

Utility Panel on “Remote Monitoring Challenges & Best Practices” 

● Panelists: Essbio (Sebastian Otero); LADWP (Alexander Bodulow); & City of 

Springfield, MO (Amanda Bybee) 

○ Idea is to learn about some projects that are underway/middle or recently complete 

to  dig into some of the findings (versus just reflecting much later on) 

 
● Essbio: Sebastian Otero (Network Manager) 

○ Will present on challenges in installed hundreds of instruments of 

network monitoring sensors 

○ Private utility, 2nd largest in Chile; providing water and wastewater for 3.5 million 
people. 

○ Challenge to serving small towns and large cities in a very wide area 

○ Part of our smart water journey is to improve network monitoring 

○ This year: started a large project on flow meters. 
 

 

○ Equipment choice: originally wanted to use ultrasonic clamp-on flow meters due to 

not wanting drill or cut pipelines and interrupt service during installations. Needed 

to discard this solution due to battery issues (something that could operate for 

more than one year). Have to use batteries due to no reliable energy available. 

○ Chosen: We went for electromagnetic insertion flow meters (lots of providers for 

this; can guarantee 5 yr battery lifetime) 

○ No energy so needed to also use data loggers (3G and 4G) information sent once a 
day 

○ Decided to use external antenna outside concrete pits and plastic protection to 

ensure systems could communicate 
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○ People didn’t want to do concrete pit projects across the country 

○ Decided to use pre-fabricated modular system to streamline on-field work 

○ Today’s status: Concluded with engineer and field inspection; Final stages of public 

tender for concrete pits; Public tenders also for Flow meters & data loggers; Looking 

to start field work December 2021 and by July ‘22, to have all installations 

completed and communicated to control room 

 
● LADWP: Alexander Bodulow (Mechanical Engineer) 

○ Pilot that shows operational challenges we face as a large utility: We wanted to 

move from reactive maintenance to a condition based maintenance program 

○ Want to start working based on alarms to trigger when certain threshold are met 

○ Over a hundred different pumps from older station without telemetry, no sensors 

○ Focusing on pumps, motors and temperature and vibration 

○ We don’t have all the resources and time to retrofit all. Trying to find ways to bing data 
in the meantime 

○ Project: Use of Samsara sensors (started back Oct. 2020), health monitors 

■ In use at two pump stations 

■ Each health monitor will be mounted on pump bearings 

■ 3 yr battery life. Right now through year one 

■ Lot of data comes in, 24 data points 

■ Lot of time for configuration, unique names, allocate serial numbers and 

setting up notifications/alarm thresholds (fell on LADWP to manage) 
 

 

■ Advice: From Day 1 with vendor discussions, need to agree on as close as 

possible to an out of the box solution. Lot of time was needed in the 

configuration stage post installation. 

■ ‘Innocent bystander’ issue: Had configured data, but hadn’t set up alarm 

thresholds so no notifications were set. Pump was running and one month in 

and one of the sensors melted. 

■ Ideal scenario: Getting things up and running completely of the bat 
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● City of Springfield, MO: Amanda Bybee (Collection System Analyst) 

○ Two biggest networks are rain gauge network and flow monitoring network 

○ Flow, groundwater and rain data available via cloud service (great relationship w/ 
vendors) 

■ Want to bing this data into one platform 

■ Field validation data 

 
● Blue & green - remote monitoring; Red - manual field measurement 

● All of these insights helped them to let them know What’s going and to verify that ata 

coming in accurate 

● One of their consultants is using their API to streamline some data work 

● GIS dept. publishes some remote monitoring sites through web map for other employees 

(for ex. If someone wants to know where we have groundwater monitors) 

● Goal: want to bring all their data into a data lake - want to make or easily see dashboards 

by easily bringing in data. Want to be at a place where they don’t need to download data 

and then put it into consumable format. 

 
Audience Q/A: 

● Camilla Braithwaite (Rezatec): For Sebastian, what made you start to try to improve the 

network monitoring and adopt the new sensors? 

○ A: Wanted to have a better understanding of network operations; needed more flow 

meters to be able to monitor night flow to better focus resources on a NRW reduction 

plan. We also leveraged an event management system (ex. TaKaDu). It’s important 

to know when PRV is faiing so sensors that can measure pressure upstream and 

stream are very helpful for corrective measures. 

 

● Alex Bodulow (LADWP): For Sebastian, I was wondering what kind of pressure sensors 

you were planning to use - are they also battery powered because there isn't power 

available? 

○ A: Several providers in the market. We have been using HWM (England) and also 

LACROIX and i2O. All work with batteries that can last 5 yrs. We also have data 

loggers to measure every 15 min. (pressure or flow). Once a day, we can see it in 

the cloud/SCADA system/central control room. 
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● Ken Thompson (Jacobs): Do the presenters prefer hosting their platforms on premise or in 

the cloud and what drives that preference? 

○ A: Sebastian - Prefer monitoring in our central control room; standard should be all 

in platform and not scattered. Cloud services are good when you want to give 

access to many employees, it is easier than accessing SCADA systems which are 

more of a long-term investment, but still people in our organization would actually 

need to use these cloud services. 

○ A: Amanda: Agree w/ Sebastian. Biggest difference is when you have a cloud 

service, you are locked in for a while or then download data and then put it in 

your system and then may not be as accessible later. Would rather have it on 

premise, but do recognize the benefits of cloud. Can come down to cost. 

○ A: Alex: Would rather be able to plug into our SCADA system, more simple. 

Less need to talk to external vendors and get buy-in which is difficult in larger 

org. 

 

● Pete Diffley (VTScada): For Sebastian, without having a permanent power supply available 

at these sites, what are your plans to address monitoring / identifying fast pressure 

transients that could be weakening your infrastructure leading to further non- revenue 

water issues? Thank you. 

○ A: Indeed a problem with battery life time. For us, pressure sensors are more for 

service quality monitoring, not transient monitoring. We are looking for this, esp. in 

big pipelines and trunk mains due to risk - want to try to address these. There are 

some pressure sensors out in the market that can send alerts if they feel they can 

sense a transient, but this has not been the immediate goal from this project. Also, 

there are acoustic sensors that could help with trunk mains to detect leaks before 

they turn into bursts. So this is more about risk analysis than a NRW plan. 

 

● Chris (ADS): Both Alex and Amanda discussed APIs. Did you find that APIs are easy to 

work with? Did you anticipate extra costs? Have you brought external developers on? 

This can help us understand if this is easier to work with and what the challenges are. 

○ Amanda: Some APIs are really easy to use, some are not. We use ADS on flow 

monitoring API was the hardest to understand, but we did figure it out, we just 

repeated the process. 

○ Alex: We have IT specific folks that set up APIs. One software we have started 

using is Apigee which is an API management software. Helps w/ communication 

btw the systems. 

○ Ken Thompson (Jacobs): I find APIs easy for data transfers into non-SCADA 

Platforms and OPCs easier for transferring data into SCADA. 

○ Mike Gardner (Aqaix): I was the VP of Engineering at Apigee. APIs have to be 

designed. Many companies have product managers specifically to design APIs. 

How easy or hard an API is to use, is a choice. But it takes thought and knowledge 

to design. Product managers within companies really help to design and address 

usability. To also think through security issues. Takes knowledge of how APIs are 

going to be consumed and use cases. You can make them really easy if you take 

the time to think through the user cases. 
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● Eric Bindler (Bluefield) For Alex: Something happened that wasn’t supposed to early on in 

your presented case study. How would you go about changing this outcome if you went 

through this again? What process changes could have happened to get what you needed 

from onset? 

○ A: In terms of process, in the front end when talking to vendors, there is a need to 

ensure the need explicitly - what exactly is needed for us to trigger alarms. Work 

with the vendor closely upon installation to set up debrief/sprint to sit down and 

ensure proper set-up. If we would have asked, this would have likely happened. We 

needed to voice our precise needs and be more assertive. 

○  

● Eric Bindler (Bluefield) For Sebastian: material and labor cost fluctuations. How have you 

navigated this with your contractors/suppliers? Anything you are doing differently, from 

constructions to plastic costs? 

○  A: Has been a major headache. Had to repeat tenders due to prices being out of 

budget. Spoke to construction companies frequently to understand how to 

streamline agreements; How to lower prices/costs of labor and agreed on format to 

enable flexibility (ex. For building concrete pits). Gave them more autonomy. 


